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High-resolution operation of frequency-multiplexed transition-edge
photon sensors
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We present the multiplexed readout of two gamma-ray microcalorimeters made from transition-edge
sensors. We use a frequency-domain multiplexing scheme in which each sensor is biased at an
identifying frequency. We show that the energy resolution of the sensors is unaffected by
multiplexing, and that crosstalk between the sensors is negligible. Our results indicate the feasibility
of multiplexing 30 sensors or more to one readout line. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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Transition-edge sensors~TESs! are a promising technol
ogy for precision measurements of electromagnetic radia
at gamma-ray, x-ray, optical, and far-infrared to millimet
wavelengths.1–4 These sensors consist of superconduct
thin films electrically biased in the resistive transition. Th
sensitivity is a result of the strong dependence of resista
on temperature in the transition and the low specific heat
thermal conductivity of materials at typical operating te
peratures near 100 mK. Because TES sensors can be re
fabricated using well-established thin-film techniques, th
are likely to be used in several important upcoming meas
ment programs which require imaging arrays of 103– 104

sensors. These programs include studies of the polariza
of the cosmic microwave background, the planned x-ray
ellites XEUS and Constellation-X, and the submillimeter
ray SCUBA II. Large sensor arrays also provide increa
collection area for applications in materials analysis. Ho
ever, the undegraded measurement of signals from thous
of sensors and the transport of these signals from below
to room temperature pose significant technical challenges
order to realize the next-generation instruments mentio
earlier, techniques to minimize the number of interconne
and readout amplifiers are required. Two proposed meth
for reading out large arrays of TES sensors are time
frequency-domain multiplexing.5–7 While time-domain mul-
tiplexing has been successfully demonstrated,8 frequency-
domain multiplexers that combine all of the features nee
for a practical system are still under development.

In this letter, we present a frequency-domain multiple
ing measurement in which two sensors are measured w
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single amplifier. As shown in Fig. 1, each TES is biased at
identifying frequency and operated in a series resonant
cuit to suppress out-of-band noise. The current through e
sensor couples inductively to a superconducting loop and
summed signal in the loop is measured with a supercond
ing quantum interference device~SQUID!. We demonstrate
that the energy resolution of the sensors is unaffected
multiplexing and that crosstalk between the sensors is ne
gible. In addition, we discuss the optimal selection of circ
parameters and the limits on the number of sensors that
be measured in this manner.

The calorimeters used in this study are designed to a
lyze radioactive materials via high-resolution measureme
of gamma rays near 100 keV. The sensors consist of a su
conducting Sn absorber (1 mm31 mm3250mm) glued to a
Mo/Cu TES thermometer (500mm3500mm30.2mm).
The critical temperature of the devices is near 120 mK a
their normal resistanceRn is about 0.35V. Further details
can be found elsewhere.9

-

-

t-

FIG. 1. Circuit schematic. Sensors are shown as variable resistors.
TES is biased at an identifying frequency and operated in a series reso
circuit. The current in each TES circuit is inductively coupled byLs to the
summing loop, which is inductively coupled to a SQUID amplifier. Th
current in the summing loop is reduced by feeding back the output of
SQUID. The summing loop is fabricated with input ports for eight sens
but only two are shown in the schematic.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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When a sensor absorbs a photon, the temperature
resistance of the TES increase and the current through
TES decreases. In our devices, the diffusion of energy fr
the absorber to the thermometer takes approximately 100ms
and determines the rise time of the current pulse caused
photon. The fall timet f of the pulse depends on the streng
of the electrothermal feedback in the device and the rat
which energy exits the absorber. In our devices, the sho
fall times were approximately 1 ms. The 3 dB point of t
signal is given by 1/2pt f5160 Hz and the maximum signa
bandwidthnbw , the point where the signal-to-noise ratio b
comes unity, is 20 kHz.

Traditionally TES sensors have been operated wit
static voltage bias provided by a current source and a s
shunt resistor connected in parallel with the sensor.
frequency-domain multiplexing, the static voltage bias
eliminated and an alternating current with frequencyncar is
applied to each sensor and shunt resistor. As shown in Fi
heating of the sensor by a photon increases the device r
tance and decreases the amplitude of the alternating cu
flowing through the device. In the frequency domain, t
transient amplitude modulation resides in sidebands of w
nbw above and below the carrier frequencyncar. Several au-
thors have demonstrated operation of a single device u
oscillating bias.10–12

For the circuit shown in Fig. 1 to function properly, it
necessary to correctly choose the bias frequencies, the in
tances and capacitances of the sensor circuits, and the in
tances of the summing loop. Since the bias heats the de
above the bath temperature, the minimum bias freque
must be high enough that the temperature oscillations wi
the device caused by the bias do not affect device per
mance. We chose sinusoidal biases with frequenciesn1

5124 kHz andn25154 kHz for devices Nos. 1 and 2, re
spectively. The corresponding bias periods are more than
times shorter than the pulse rise times so the measured p
heights are independent of the phase of the bias relativ
the signal pulse. The spacing between the carrier frequen
was chosen to be approximately 2nbw so that the signals
from the devices do not overlap.

Because TES devices are resistive, they are a sourc

FIG. 2. Measured response of a single device under oscillating bias d
the absorption of a photon. The reduction in the amplitude of the carrie
proportional to the photon energy.
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Johnson noise at all frequencies and it is necessary to op
each sensor in a series resonant filter to limit its noise c
tribution to the other sensors. The half-width of the filt
resonanceDv5R/2L must be chosen to contain the sign
bandwidth. For device No. 1~No. 2! the circuit inductance
was chosen to be 3.0~1.9! mH and at 50%Rn the half-width
of the filter was 4.9~7.7! kHz. The circuit capacitance is now
determined by the choice of resonance frequencyv0 , the
circuit inductance, and the relationC51/Lv0

2.
The circuit used is shown in Fig. 1. Each sensor

coupled to a superconducting summing loop which conta
eight transformers in series with a feedback transformer
the input coil of a 100-SQUID series array~Hypres Model
30!. Only two of the sensor transformers are used in o
experiment. The voltage output from the SQUID is amp
fied, integrated, and fed back via a resistanceRfb to flux-lock
the summing loop. The sensor and feedback transform
each contribute 0.19mH and the input inductance of th
SQUID is 0.5mH, so the total summing loop inductance
2.2 mH.6 The measured step-down ratio of sensor curren
loop current is 14. Nonetheless, the transformed noise
rent from the sensors overrides the input noise current of
SQUID.

The spectral density of the SQUID output is shown
Fig. 3 for several operating states. Device No. 1 is biase
20%Rn and data are shown when the device is quiescent
when it has absorbed a photon. It can be seen that the s
due to the photon spans less than half the separation betw
the carrier frequencies, as expected. Device No. 2 is sh
in several operating states; first, the bias is off, and then
bias is increased to yield operating resistances of 20%
50%Rn . As the resistance is increased from 20% to 50%
Rn , the device noise decreases due to the expected dec
in the phonon and Johnson noise. Noise from the SQU
dominates the unbiased case.

In order to measure gamma-ray pulses, the output of
SQUID amplifier was split at room temperature and demo
lated using lock-in amplifiers~Perkin-Elmer 7280 and Stan
ford Research SR844! tuned to each carrier. The measur
full width half maximum energy resolutions of devices No

to
is
FIG. 3. Measured spectral density of two sensors under bias. Device N
is held at 20%Rn and traces are shown with and without an absorb
photon. The bias of device No. 2 is initially off and then adjusted so that
device is at 20% and then 50% ofRn .
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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1 and 2 in response to 59.54 keV gamma rays from a241Am
source are summarized in Table I. For each device, th
cases are presented: the energy resolution when the
device is unbiased, the energy resolution when the other
vice is biased but not receiving pulses, and the energy r
lution when the other device is biased and has receive
pulse within 20 ms of the pulse in the device of interest
can be seen that the resolution of each sensor is unaffe
by the bias of the other, and also unaffected by the prese
of coincident pulses. The entries in Table I are average
sults from between 2 and 11 spectra, each containing
tween 300 and 900 counts in the 59.54 keV peak. Furth
more, we characterized the same sensors under static
and our results with an oscillating bias are the same
slightly better. We note that the energy resolutions in Tab
are very good for superconducting sensors operating in
energy range and approximately a factor of 5 better than
be obtained with semiconducting detectors.

The number of sensors that can be measured by a s
amplifier is limited by the bandwidth and dynamic range
the amplifier. The bandwidth of flux-locked SQUID system
can be 1 MHz or more and we have demonstrated that
carrier frequencies can be spaced by 30 kHz beginnin
124 kHz. If we take 1 MHz to be the maximum bias fr
quency then there is sufficient bandwidth to multiplex 30
our sensors.

The output of SQUIDs is periodic in the flux quantu
f0 and the fraction of the signal flux that is left uncancell
by the feedback must lie in a smaller rangef r for the
SQUID response to be linear. This constraint both limits
maximum number of sensors and motivates an efficient fe
back system. It is useful to divide down the sensor signal
order to reduce the flux burden on the SQUID. For un
graded operation, the device noiseI Ndev should dominate the
SQUID noise I Nsq yielding the relation I Ndev/D5xI Nsq

whereD is the reduction in the signal andx is the target ratio
of device-to-SQUID noise. The peak flux burden on t
SQUID is then given by&NIdevM/(DALG) whereN is the
number of sensors,ALG is the loop gain of the feedbac
system,I dev is the root-mean-square amplitude of the b
current for one sensor, andM is the mutual inductance be
tween the SQUID and its input coil. We thus obtainN

TABLE I. Measured energy resolutions.

Device
No.

Only recipient
of bias
~eV!

Both
biased
~eV!

Both biased,
coincident pulses

~eV!

1 65 63 64
2 61 65 63
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5ALG I Ndevf r /(&xI NsqI devM). For our devices, I Ndev

'65 pA/AHz andI dev'15 mA. For a Hypres SQUID array
I Nsq53 pA/AHz andM5f0/14 mA. With careful design, it
is possible to build a feedback system withALG'100 over
the required frequency range.13 For ALG5100, x53, and
f r50.1f0 , we findD57 andN548. Techniques to null the
flux from quiescent sensors can produce further increase
N. A more detailed analysis of these issues has recently b
presented.13

In conclusion, we have multiplexed two TES microcal
rimeters in the frequency domain without degrading th
resolution or introducing crosstalk. We estimate that the te
nique can be extended to 30 or more of our sensors. Th
results are an important first step towards large sensor ar
for applications in astronomy and materials analysis.
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